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8 ABSTRACT: Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) offers a route for the development of
9 luminescent technologies with high quantum efficiencies. Excited-state intramolecular
10 proton transfer (ESIPT) coupled to AIE can produce devices with emission across the
11 visible spectrum. We use a combination of theoretical models to determine the factors
12 that mediate fluorescence in molecular crystals undergoing ESIPT. Using two materials
13 based on 2′-hydroxychalcone as exemplar cases, we analyze how inter- and intramolecular
14 processes determine the emissive properties in the crystal environment. This systematic
15 investigation extends the current interpretation of AIE to polar chromophores with
16 multiple decay pathways. We find that population of nonradiative pathways is dictated by
17 the electronic effects of the substituents and the degree of distortion allowed in the crystal
18 environment. Localization of the electron density is crucial to maximize fluorescence via
19 ESIPT. Our conclusions offer design strategies for the development of luminescent
20 molecular crystals.
21 A major obstacle in the fabrication of highly emissive22 devices such as organic lasers is aggregation-caused
23 quenching (ACQ), a common phenomenon where highly
24 fluorescent compounds in aqueous phase become dark in the
25 solid state. Contrastingly, aggregation-induced emission (AIE)
26 occurs when nonemissive chromophores in dilute solution
27 become luminescent upon aggregation.
28 AIE offers a route for the manufacture of organic
29 optoelectronic devices, where highly efficient and tunable
30 luminescence in the solid state is required for optimum
31 performance.1−3 Proposed AIE mechanisms include J-aggregate
32 formation, excimer emission, restriction of intramolecular
33 motions (RIM), restricted access to the conical intersection
34 (RACI), cis−trans isomerization, and clusterolumines-
35 cence.1−13
36 AIE has commonly been understood through the RIM
37 model, where low-frequency rotational modes of phenyl rings
38 dissipate energy nonradiatively in solution.1−3 In the solid state,
39 the nonradiative decay channel is suppressed, increasing the
40 quantum yield of fluorescence. Results from the RIM model,
41 while extremely informative, are based on the vibronic coupling
42 scheme assuming harmonic behavior, while low-frequency
43 modes can be highly anharmonic.14−16
44 As an alternative approach, the RACI model proposed by
45 Blancafort et al. directly considers the role of the S1−S0 conical
46 intersections (CIs), which in the solid state lie higher in energy
47 due to environmental hindrance.7,8 RIM and RACI models
48 have been used in combination with QM/MM methods to
49 consider slightly polar systems.17−26 One yet unexplored
50question is how intermolecular and intramolecular factors can
51be used to tune the underlying nonradiative mechanisms.
52Excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) systems
53displaying AIE have been used in laser dyes, molecular probes,
54and optoelectronics, where the large Stokes-shifted emission
55prevents self-absorption and increases efficiency.27−30 An
56intramolecular hydrogen bond mediates tautomerization
57between enol (E) and keto (K) forms in a fully reversible
58four-level photocycle (E → E* → K* → K). Fluorescence can
59occur from either or both of the E*/K* states, the ratio of
60which is influenced by factors such as substituents, solvent
61polarity, and viscosity.18,31−40 Because of the polarity of the
62molecules involved, the presence of multiple decay channels,
63and the role of the environment, ESIPT crystals represent ideal
64candidates to study the interplay between inter- and intra-
65molecular factors in AIE chromophores.
66We investigate the differing AIE behavior of two crystals
67 f1based on 2′-hydroxychalcone (Figure 1). Pertinently, the
68identity of substituents on the 2′-hydroxychalcone skeleton
69determines the crystalline structure and the quantum yield of
70fluorescence.41 Compound 1 exhibits AIE and has promising
71properties for solid state lasers. In contrast, compound 2 is dark
72in both solution and the solid state.
73In 1, chromophores aggregate in a slip-stacking, herringbone
74structure in an edge to face arrangement (Figure 1).
75Conversely, in 2 the dominant motif is the face-to-face π−π
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76 stacking of chromophores. For both crystals, two dimer
77 configurations are present, where monomers are arranged
78 parallel (P) and antiparallel (A) (Figure 1). Both arrangements
79 were considered in our calculations.
80 To provide a complete picture of the factors affecting decay
81 mechanisms in these materials, we use a combination of solid-
82 state and excited-state embedding calculations. First, we
83 optimized the experimental crystal structures of 1 and 2 with
84 PBE-D2 using Quantum Espresso.41,42 Excited-state calcula-
85 tions were simulated using TDDFT with electrostatic and
86 mechan i c a l embedd in g app l y i ng t he ONIOM-
87 (TDDFT):AMBER method.43−45 The ωB97x-D functional
88 was used with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets.
89 Additionally, RI-CC2/def2-TZVP-embedded calculations were
90 performed. S1−S0 minimal energy conical intersection (MECI)
91 geometries of 1 and 2 in both vacuum and the solid state were
92 obtained with SA-2-CASSCF(12,11)/6-31G(d) and QM/MM
93 (AMBER force field). In the case of TDDFT, a modified
94 version of the CIOpt program was applied to locate S1−S0
95 MECIs.46,47
96 The nature of the crystal packing and the polarity of the
97 donor−acceptor systems under investigation here make it
98 important to consider both monomer and dimer chromophores
99 in the computational protocol. We use three cluster models that
100 vary in the size of the QM region and MM region: (i) M7: all
101 molecules within 7 Å of a central monomer chromophore; (ii)
102 M15: all molecules 15 Å from the central monomer; and (iii)
103 D7: all molecules within 7 Å from a dimer chromophore. To
104simulate the long-range periodic electrostatics, we embed M15
105in Ewald-derived point charges.48,49 A detailed description of all
106methods, models, and codes can be found in the Supporting
107Information.
108Our multimodel approach ensures size consistency of the
109MM region, evaluates the role of short- and long-range
110interactions, explicitly models the long-range electrostatic
111potential from the crystal, and determines the role of excitonic
112coupling and electron transfer on the mechanistic interpreta-
113tion.
114For all models, the crystal environment shifts the bright state
115to the red with respect to absorption in vacuum. The bright
116 t1state calculated for 1 with the M and D models (Table 1) is in
117very good agreement with the experimental value of 3.3 eV.41
118The bright state is calculated as 2.93 eV with RI-CC2/def2-
119TZVP. In the case of 2, the energies predicted with all models
120are in the range of 3.4 to 3.5 eV, in good agreement with the
121RI-CC2/def2-TZVP value of 3.33 eV. There is no significant
122intermolecular charge transfer upon excitation in either
123material.
124The electrostatic potential generated by the whole crystal (in
125the Ewald model) has a negligible effect for the vertical
126excitations of 1, with a convergence of 3.3 eV for the bright
127state. In the case of 2, a more polar structure, the effect is more
128significant, with a shift in the energy of ∼0.1 eV. Because this is
129on the order of the shift associated with vibrations and does not
130change the nature of the excited states, even the smaller cluster
131models (M7 and D7) can capture the main electrostatic
132influence on the photoexcitation.50
133In going from a monomer chromophore to a dimer
134chromophore, the bright state shifts from S1 to S2 (Supporting
135Information). For the Franck−Condon (FC) geometry, the
136electronic density is delocalized over the two chromophores. As
137a consequence of excitonic coupling, the bright state is blue-
138shifted in 0.06 and 0.15 eV for 1 and 0.23 and 0.32 eV for 2
139(M7 model as reference). This is typical of H dimers within the
140Kasha excitonic coupling model, with oscillator strengths of S2
141almost double those of the monomer species in S1.
51 While the
142splitting is more significant for 2, this does not alone explain the
143different properties of 1 and 2.
144Further understanding can be achieved by calculating the
145excitonic couplings for the relevant dimers. We apply a
146diabatization scheme that incorporates both the short-range
147(exchange, orbital overlap, charge-transfer) and long-range
148Coulomb interactions.52 The exciton coupling J between two
149monomers in a dimer is given in the diabatic 2 × 2 Hamiltonian
150matrix HD, computed via
= †H CH CD A 151(1)
Figure 1. Molecular and crystal structures of the two compounds
under investigation. Compound 1, left, displays AIE behavior, whereas
2, right, is nonemissive in both aqueous and solid phases. Also labeled
are the parallel (P) and antiparallel (A) dimer configurations.
Table 1. Absorption Energies from the FC Point and Emission Energies from the E* and K* Minima for QMMM Modelsa
Compound 1 Compound 2
Abs. ( f) E* ( f) K* ( f) Abs. ( f) E* ( f) K* ( f)
M7 3.20 (1.177) 3.03 (1.207) 2.67 (1.191) 3.42 (0.905) 2.15 (0.461)
M15 3.30 (1.174) 3.10 (1.225) 2.61(0.977) 3.40 (1.005) 2.17 (0.490)
Ewald 3.30 (1.192) 3.12 (1.214) 2.66 (1.052) 3.50 (0.815) 2.18 (0.486)
D7-P 3.26 (2.128) 3.01 (0.479) 2.56 (0.725) 3.51 (1.379) 2.45 (0.002) 2.15 (0.312)
D7-A 3.35 (2.063) 2.96 (0.119) 2.59 (0.616) 3.42 (1.947) 2.81 (0.000) 2.32 (0.388)
aEnergies are presented in eV and oscillator strengths are given in parentheses, calculated at ONIOM(ωB7X-D/6-311++G(d,p)):AMBER level of
theory.
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152 where HA is the diagonal Hamiltonian of the S1 and S2
153 excitation energies and C is the adiabatic−diabatic trans-
t2 154 formation matrix. The largest coupling (Table 2) in each
155 compound occurs when the monomers are aligned antiparallel
156 (A), on the order of 100 meV, which are on the order of those
157 obtained for some organic semiconductors.53 These couplings
158 result from the favorable alignment between the nitrogen of
159 one monomer and carbonyl group on the other monomer
160 (∼4.5 Å).
161 Recently, the effect of excitonic couplings on the non-
162 radiative constants for AIE was evaluated.54 For a set of five
163 highly aromatic conjugated molecules, with J values on the
164 order of 10 meV, the authors found that excitonic coupling
165 always increases the nonradiative decay constants. On the basis
166 of these vibronic models, in the E* form, a larger J on the
167 nonradiative vibrational decay should be expected for 2.
168 Relaxation to either E* or K* minima will follow
169 photoexcitation. Because of the short-range interactions in
170 the dimer models, oscillator strengths for emission are smaller
171 than those obtained for the monomer models (Table 1). In the
172 case of 1, significant reabsorption is expected due to the small
173 Stokes shift for the E* minimum. This has been recently
174 confirmed experimentally.55 For 2, oscillator strengths from E*
175 are extremely small. In this context, no significant emissive
176 response is expected from the E* state of either material. For 1,
177 relaxation in E* involves localization of the electronic density
178 on one molecule, whereas delocalization is observed for 2. In
179 vacuum and monomer models, E* is not stable for 2.
180 Geometries of the E* and K* minima are planar in the solid
181 state. Because no double proton transfer K* minimum was
182 found for 1, emission is expected from a localized K* state. The
183 experimental emission spectrum for 1 can be assigned to the
184 K* state ranging from 1.5 to 2.1 eV. The predicted values are
185 blue-shifted to 2.7 eV (CC2/def2-TZVP predicts emission at
186 2.2 eV). The flatness of the S1 surface with respect to the
187 dihedral angle suggests that emission from a range of
188 geometries is possible (Supporting Information).
189 In 2, there also exists a double-K* state, where both
190 monomers undergo ESIPT. This state is nonemissive in S1 ( f =
191 0.002), lying 0.5 eV above the bright FC state. The localized
192 single proton transfer state in 2 has emission in the range 2.2 to
193 2.3 eV (1.7 eV with CC2). Oscillator strengths, though half the
194 value of the obtained for 1, are still significant (0.312 and
195 0.388). Although emission from 1 should be brighter than that
196 from 2, radiative mechanisms alone cannot explain the
197 negligible quantum yield of 2.
198 The location of the nearest CI to the E* and K* minima can
199 help us to understand the balance between radiative and
200 nonradiative decay. In vacuum, both pathways lead to
201 energetically accessible conical intersections via intramolecular
202 rotation.56 In the solid, the E* CI is accessed via a stretch of the
203 bridging unsaturated bond, with an energy cost of upward of 5
204 eV from the FC S1 energy for both crystals. Consequently,
205 molecular aggregation completely blocks the E* nonradiative
206 decay path.
207For 1, the S1−S0 MECI associated with the K* state lies 0.5
208 f2to 1.0 eV above the S1 energy for the FC geometry (Figure 2).
209For 2, the S1−S0 MECI is classically accessible with a barrier of
2100.4 eV from the K* minimum. While less favorable than in the
211gas phase (barrier 0.2 eV), the system has enough energy
212provided the initial photoexcitation is to the bright state (S2).
213Moreover, within the mechanical embedding approach, the
214MECI geometries are similar, but both MECI have energies
215lying above the photopopulated state. This indicates that steric
216hindrance in the crystal determines the level of distortion of the
217MECIs, while the Coulombic interactions modulate their total
218energies.
219Crucially, the accessibility of the MECI depends on the
220stabilization of the MECI with respect the initially populated
221excited states. For compound 1, the electrostatic potential
222stabilizes the S1 state but has little effect on the energy of the
223MECI, further decreasing the accessibility of the nonradiative
224channel (from barrier of 0.2 to 0.6 eV). A similar effect is seen
225for both the M7 and M15 models, suggesting that these are
226short to medium range effects and are not a result of long-range
227Coulombic interactions. For 2, the stabilization of the MECI is
228larger than for the S1 state. Therefore, the accessibility of the
229MECI in 2 is aided by the short-range electrostatic interactions
230with the surrounding molecules.
231The K* MECI is accessed via a combination of intra-
232molecular rotation (ROT) and carbonyl pyramidalization
233(PYR), with a puckering of the deprotonated phenol ring
234 f3(Figure 3). These geometries are in good agreement with the
235obtained with CASSCF (Supporting Information). In contrast
236with the most stable conical intersections (CIROT) in vacuum,
237the MECI structures in the solid state (CIPYR) display a
238significant pyramidalization of the carbonyl carbon and dihedral
239angles smaller than the 90°. This is essential to minimize the
240repulsive interactions with the surrounding molecules. For 2,
241the K* MECI has similar geometric parameters as 1, with a
242smaller pyramidalization of the carbonyl group.
243Interestingly, a similar CIPYR conical intersection can be
244found in vacuum (Figure 3), with the CIPYR lying 0.9 eV above
245the CIROT for 1 and 0.6 eV for 2. Therefore, the crystal changes
246the order stability of the conical intersection manifold,
247stabilizing CIPYR over CIROT compared with in vacuum. In
248vacuum, CIPYR is energetically accessible once S1 is populated
249but for 2 is 0.33 eV below the initial excitation energy. Because
250the main energetics are already observed in vacuum, the larger
251stability of the MECI for 2 is mainly explained by the electronic
Table 2. J Coupling Values (eV) between Units in Dimers of
1 and 2 in the D7 Models
Compound 1 J (eV) Compound 2 J (eV)
D7-P 0.060 0.112
D7-A 0.105 0.150
Figure 2. Energy of the S0 and S1 states at the Franck−Condon (FC)
point, E* and K* minima, and the MECI of 1 and 2 with the D7
model with ONIOM(ωB7X-D/6-31G(d)):AMBER level of theory.
The accessibility is color coded.
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252 effects provided by the methoxy substituent, aided by the
253 electrostatic potential discussed above. As a result, 2 has
254 enough energy to deactivate through the conical intersection
255 and return to the ground state via the nonradiative pathway, a
256 channel infeasible for compound 1.
257 In summary, the analysis of two materials with contrasting
258 emissive properties illustrates how the balance of intermolec-
259 ular and intramolecular factors can control the radiative and
260 nonradiative mechanisms underlying their light response
s1s2 261 (Schemes 1 and 2). Considering the radiative mechanisms,
262 emission from E* is unlikely from the delocalized state in 2 but
263 still possible from K*. The crystal environment also
264 significantly affects the population distribution between of the
265 nonradiative pathways. For both crystals, deactivation through
266 the E* channel is blocked due to a significant increase in the
267 energy of the MECI.
268 For the K* channel, the crystal changes the relative energy of
269 two conical intersections present in gas phase, stabilizing a
270 structure where the carbonyl group pyramidalizes. While being
271 structurally similar to the MECI of 1, the MECI of 2 is lower in
272 energy due to the difference in electronic density distribution in
273 S1 on account of the methoxy group. The π−π stacking
274 interactions in 2 increase the excitonic coupling. On the
275 contrary, an effective localization of the electronic density is
276 required for the ESIPT process. Our calculations show that
277 either nonradiative delocalized electron-transport processes (E*
278channel) or localized deactivation through the ESIPT (K*
279channel) are more likely in 2 than in 1. The interplay of all
280discussed factors results in an enhance emissive response of 1
281and a switch-off of fluorescence in 2 in the solid state.
282From our results, some design principles can be proposed for
283more efficient solid-state emitters. As strong electrostatic
284interactions aid the deactivation through nonradiative path-
285ways, it is clear why many of the reported AIE fluorophores are
286nonpolar. For the ESIPT chromophores, stabilizing E* over K*
287minima could be favorable because the E* nonradiative
288pathway is hampered in the solid state. For this, the nature
289of the E* state must be altered to induce a larger Stokes shift.
290Alternatively, if the E* state is made more unstable by
291increasing the lability of the transferring proton, then the
292population of the K* channel will increase. To maximize
293returns, access to the pyramidal K* MECI can be further
294hindered by imposing further geometrical restrictions, such as
295introducing fused rings to the molecular structure. Torsional
296restraint can also be achieved by coordination to metals.57 We
297think that this mechanistic understanding has the potential to




302The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
303ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.7b02893.
Figure 3. Geometry of the K* MECI in vacuum (left and center) and in the solid state (right). Important geometric parameters are highlighted.
Scheme 1. Mechanism for Nonradiative Decay in Compound
2a
aAlso shown are S1−S0 electron density differences (red: S1, blue: S1).
Scheme 2. Mechanism for Nonradiative Decay in Compound
2a
aAlso shown are S1−S0 electron density differences (red: S1, blue: S1).
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304 Computational details, model descriptions, excitation and
305 emission energies, critical point energies, analysis of
306 conical intersections, visualizations of the potential
307 energy surfaces, and crystal structure analysis. (PDF)
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